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Peek inside the Rossmoor Shopping Center
Owner tours
renovated
businesses
By Maggie Sharpe
Staff writer

The Rossmoor News took
a walking tour of Rossmoor
Shopping Center last Thursday
morning, with shopping center
owner Terrence Tallen of Tallen Capital Partners, LLC.
Tallen updated the News on
how things are coming along.
First stop was BurgerIM,
next door to busy Starbucks,
where the mid-morning coffee
News photo by Dan Rosenstrauch crowd milled around. NewTerrence Tallen, left, owner of the Rossmoor Shopping Center, ly hired BurgerIM employees
Continued on page 12A
visits with Uday Molugu, owner of the new BurgerIM, which
opened last Sunday.

e helping each other

CEO’s Monthly Report
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This month’s report includes
• Insurance • Leaf blowers
• Front gate security
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Eric Mauer, left, holds his poodle Rudy as Robin Rudolph of the Volunteer Exchange sits with
Mauer’s other dog, Mike. Randolph walked
Mauer’s dogs while his wife was recuperating
from surgery.
Volunteer Exchange – “like a telephone tree”
– to remind
members to come to the monthly
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Second Mutual ignites more
fire safety.
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SHOPPING: BurgerIM finally opening, another restaurant in the works

A couple walk past the Safeway at the Rossmoor Shopping Center where workers are putting the final touches on the store
front.
Continued from page 1A
rant,” said Tallen, who couldn’t
were in the middle of a train- reveal the name. “We hope to
ing session, getting ready for make an announcement in the
the following Sunday’s project- next 60 to 90 days.”
ed opening.
The new CVS store, with
“The owner has a big interest its stone and wood detail, is a
in getting Rossmoor involved,” source of pride for Tallen.
said Rossmoor resident Herb
“The design of this CVS is a
Cockcroft, who was hired as a model for many CVS stores in
supervisor and is excited about communities across the U.S.,”
his new job.
said Tallen. “I give full credit
“This will be terrific,” said to Walnut Creek’s Design ReTallen to owner Uday Molugu, view Committee for its good
as he viewed the new restau- taste and planning.”
rant and chatted with the trainThere’s still no definite word
ees.
on the Rossmoor Diner.
Next stop, the spacious new
“Things are still at a status
building next to BurgerIM is quo with the diner, but they’re
still empty. However, Tallen open and operating – so we’ll
thinks that will change soon.
see,” said Tallen.
“We have a letter of intent
Further along, Tallen pointwith a household-name restau- ed out that the old CVS store

News photos by Dan Rosenstrauch

Work is in the final stages on the new central courtyard at Rossmoor Shopping Center.
will soon be home to John
Muir Health Outpatient Center, which is moving next year.
Currently tenants of the Golden Rain Foundation, John Muir
Health recently extended its
lease through Jan. 31, 2021 at
its current home on Rossmoor
Parkway.
“If John Muir is interested
in expanding, they could take
over the space vacated by US
Bank – the buildings share a
common wall,” said Tallen.

Looking for a
New Dentist?

Conveniently located in Tice Valley Plaza,
Dr. Daniel J. McMillan
is accepting New Patients

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION

OR
e!
SavTake
Advantage of this

Great Offer:

DOCTOR EXAM,
4 BITE WING X-RAYS,
& TEETH CLEANING
(NEW PATIENTS ONLY)

85

$

*

*in absence of gum disease

Daniel J. McMillan, D.D.S.
2006 graduate of the University of the Pacific, CCDS CDA, ADA member

NOW CONTRACTED WITH
CONNECTION DENTAL PPO NETWORK
(42) MAJOR INSURANCE CARRIERS
Just in time for Open Enrollment! Call for information.

935-2292

1852 Tice Valley Blvd., Tice Valley Plaza Center
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As the “tour” moved toward
the Safeway side of the shopping center, Tallen pointed out
that Wells Fargo Bank and the
post office are here to stay.
Workers from WC Butler
Construction, which has handled the center’s remodel from
day one, were busy on the new
central courtyard, adjacent to
Wells Fargo.
“It’s going to be a parklike
setting where people can sit
and relax or enjoy a meal, or a
drink, or a cup of coffee,” said
Tallen, adding that surveys
have revealed strong interest in
having a full bar option in the
shopping center.
Tallen indicated where
workmen were smoothing out
a wide strip of concrete along
one side of the courtyard.
“That’s going to be an outdoor patio with seating and a
decorative trellis,” said Tallen.
He said the patio will be
accessible from a new upscale
restaurant, or restaurants, that
he envisages moving into the
6,500-square-foot space at the
front half of the building – the
back space has already been
leased to Salons by JC.
Jaime Perez, project manager for the remodel, said shoppers will soon see a big difference.
“By the end of February,
this courtyard will be completely transformed,” said Perez.
Perez and Tallen discussed
the future of the mailbox currently in front of the new plaza. Perez said it will be moved
to a spot nearer to the current
bus shelter – and might eventually be taken away altogether.
Tallen described Salons by
JC as “the centerpiece of the
new courtyard.”
“They should be open by
mid-February,” said Tallen.
“They are exciting new tenants
and should bring in 300 or 400
people a day.”
A walk through the airy
8,000-square-foot Salons by
JC space revealed wide corridors with 50 private rooms,
where everything from hair
and nail care, to massage

therapy, waxing, tanning and
makeup services will be available.
“One-stop shopping,” said
Tallen.
He is confident that once
Salons by JC is up and running, it will spur a huge uptick
in activity at the Rossmoor
Shopping Center, both from
shoppers and new retailers and
restaurants alike.
Tallen stopped at the UPS
store to say hello to owner
Amy Parnes, who Tallen described as “the unofficial mayor of the plaza.”
“I’m very happy to be in the
plaza,” said Parnes, now in her
13th year as owner of UPS.
“And I want to thank all the
Rossmoor residents for hanging in with us and finding a
way through the maze during
construction.”
UPS, Tice Valley Hair Salon, and Sparklizing Cleaners
– all here to stay – are now easily accessible again.
Tallen is pleased with the
new look for their store fronts.
“It’s uniform, modern, set
back from the parking lot –
beautiful,” he said. “We want
the shopping center to have a
nice blend of national, regional
and local mom-and-pop businesses.”
With that, the tour arrived
at Safeway, which Tallen – and
Rossmoor residents – would
love to see remodeled and upgraded. He hesitated by the
store entrance.
“What’s the first thing you
notice when you come in?” he
asked. Everyone agreed. It was
the smell of fish from the nearby fish counter.
He is hoping that once
Rossmoor Shopping Center is
a buzzing hub for shoppers,
Safeway may think twice about
its decision not to remodel the
store’s interior, as it’s done for
neighboring groceries.
It’s been a long haul since
the shopping center renovation
began in 2016.
“There’s been a lot of progress since I last visited in October,” said Tallen. “Things are
really coming together.”
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